
EARTH: Body, Shapes, Health and Physical Needs – Earth Magic is the magic not only of soil and metal and rock, but 
also of the physical body, of plants, and of health and physical needs. Any attempt to reshape a body, directly alter health 
for good or ill, grow or kill plants, and so on is Earth Magic.

WATER: Soul, Spirit, Empathy and Auras – Water Magic is the magic not only of water and other simple fluids, but of the 
soul and spirit. Spells that contact the soul and see it's state (revealing auras), and spells that summon and direct spirits, 
are Water Magic. Most weather magic is both Air and Water.

AIR: Intellect, Logic, Technology and Design – Air Magic is the magic not only of wind and lightning, but of the intellect 
and its creations and manipulations of the physical world. Spells involving electricity, technology, and intelligence are all Air 
Magic, as are magics related to mind control, contact, and reading.

FIRE: Emotion, Passion, Inspiration and Creation – Fire Magic is the magic of flames, heat and cold, and of darkness 
and light, but is also the magic of emotion, passion, inspiration and creativity. While Air is the magic of design, Fire is the 
magic of creation . . . A painting is subject to fire magic; blueprints are subject to Air. Fire magic can inspire deep emotion.

ETHER: Time, Dimensions, Raw Magic – Ether is the element of mystery, time, and magic itself. Magic changes the 
perceptions or positions in time, space, or planar dimensions are Ethereal magic. This includes astral travel, divination, 
demon summoning, teleportation, and the creation of pocket realities. Spells involving raw magical force, or the 
manipulation of other spells are also Ethereal. Actual time travel or changing the past retroactively is impossible.
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